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CONSTANTIN BRÂNCOVEANU IN THE CONSCIOUSNESS 
OF HIS AGE AND OF POSTERITY  

Aida Todi1 

Abstract: This article aims to analyze some of the achievements accomplished 
during the reign of Constantin Brâncoveanu – ruler, man of culture – creator of 
“Brâncoveanu’s style” in the architecture and Arts), supporter of education and printing, 
promoter of foreign languages, of Arts and Church. We also have the echoes left by the 
strong personality of the Wallachian Prince and the events he lived through, registered by 
the chroniclers of his Court (Radu Greceanu, Radu Popescu), the great scholar Dimitrie 
Cantemir and the Secretary of the Royal Chancery (Anton Maria del Chiaro), also by 
representative European figures: ambassadors, barons, men of culture, clerks: Goltz, the 
Polish ambassador in Constantinople, Andrea Memmo, the Italian ambassador, Des 
Alleurs, the French ambassador, the baron de Hochpied, the Greek metropolitan Calinic of 
Heraclea. 
 

Keywords: promoter of the Romanian culture (printing, schools, classical and 
modern languages, churches), the opening to the Balkan and European space, foreign 
diplomats and chroniclers, own architectural style – Brâncoveanu’s style. 

 
 
 

This year marks 300 years since the death of Constantin Brâncoveanu (1654-1714); 
born in an old boyar family, he was the grandson of Şerban Cantacuzino and ruler 
of Wallachia. A man of vast European culture time, he was fluent in the languages 
used at that time (Greek, Latin, Slavonic), owing this education to his uncle, 
Constantin Cantacuzino, an important representative of humanist culture in the 
Romanian space. It is a known fact that Brâncoveanu was a tireless promoter of 
culture. His reign marked a period of peace and prosperity. 

Among the sources of the time there are two chronicles dedicated 
exclusively to his years of reign (Radu Greceanu’s chronic and Brancovanian 
Anonymous), two Wallachian chronicles (Radu Popescu’s and the Cantacuzen 
Annals), Dimitrie Cantemir’s writings (Hieroglyphic History and The Events of the 
Cantacuzins and Brancovans in Wallachia), the chronicle of the Venetian 
secretary, Anton-Maria Del Chiaro (Istoria delle moderne rivoluzioni della 
Valachia).2 There must be added intern documents, like the personal writings of 
Constantin Brâncoveanu (on a calendar, edited by the historian Emil Vîrtosu3), the 
                                                           
1 “Ovidius” University Constanta. 
2 Andrei Busuioceanu, „Constantin Brâncoveanu în viziunea istoriografiei române şi 
străine”, in Paul Cernovodeanu şi Florin Constantiniu, Constantin Brâncoveanu, Bucureşti, 
Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste România, 1989, pp. 9-23. 
3 Emil Vîrtosu, Foletul Novel. Calendarul lui Constantin Vodă Brăncoveanu 1693-1704, 
Bucureşti, 1942. 
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correspondence, the registry of the Great Chancellery, the registry of the Treasury 
and other extern documents.  
 The Brâncoveanu Year (2014) occasioned in Romania numerous scientific 
and cultural events, meant to bring in the memory and attention of the 
contemporary generation Brâncoveanu’s political and economic achievements, and 
cultural aspects supported by the great prince, and his deep faith in God. 

He was elected after the death of his uncle Mr. Şerban Cantacuzino (1688), 
by the Popular Council of the Country, who considered him, as the chronicler Radu 
Greceanu says „adorned with eternal gifts”. Constantin Brâncoveanu had a strong 
influence in the economical, social, political and cultural transformations at the end 
of the 18the century. In the introduction of his chronic, Radu Greceanu wrote: 
,,Măria ta, nu răspândeşti groaza norodului precum alţi domni, ci cu dragoste te 
îngrijeşti a-ţi câştiga inimile supuşilor tăi. Zice mai departe pomenitul Democrit: 
acela care temut iaste de toţi, ci însuşi de toţi să se teamă trebuieşte.” – Your 
Grace, you do not spread the terror to the people, like other voievods, but with love 
you take care to conquer the hearts of your subjects. As the mentioned Democritus 
says: the feared of all must fear them all. 

In his timelife, Wallachia became an important European diplomatic 
center. Given the decay of the Ottoman Empire, and the bloody wars that engaged 
neighboring empires country, he managed to keep his throne, between 1688-1714, 
leading the country with understanding, gentleness and patience, wisdom and 
goodness. 

Brâncoveanu helped his and Balkan peoples in the struggle for national 
emancipation, and he also supported the Greek Church. The prince donated money, 
land, books, printing devices, religious objects to Romanians in Transylvania, to 
the Ecumenical Patriarchate, to monasteries in Athos, to sacred places in 
Jerusalem, to Mount Sinai, to Patriarchates in Antioch and Syria and to monasteries 
and churches over the Danube, in Serbia, Bulgaria, etc.  

Permanent clergymen were present at the royal court: Dionysius IV the 
Sirig, who anointed him as ruler in 1688, Dositei, the Patriarch of Jerusalem, which 
was a kind of “hyper-metropolitan” of the Romanian Land where “the strict, stern 
and fanatical defender of Orthodoxy” ruled (as Nicolae Iorga described Prince 
Constantin); Hrisant scoring, future Patriarch of Jerusalem, was a friend of the 
family, since when he was Archimandrite; he lived for a while at Brâncoveanu’s 
Court, being the teacher of his sons; Gherasim Palados, the Patriarch of 
Alexandria. From 1700, to 1704, at his Court there is also present Athanasie II, the 
Patriarch of Alexandria, whom Brâncoveanu gifted – at his departure – with the 
Arab printing machine of Snagov.  

Besides Orthodox patriarchs, a number of metropolitans and bishops, who 
encouraged the Wallachian ruler, arrived here. 

Constantin Brâncoveanu was one of the most important founders of 
churches and monasteries in the Romanian countries. Before reigning, he raised 
two churches, one at Potlogi, Dâmboviţa and another one at Mogoşoaia, near 
Bucharest. During his reign, he founded three churches in Bucharest, on the site of 
some ancient churches: the Church of St. John the Great or “the Greek” demolished 
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in the last century, the church of St. Sava Monastery, demolished in the last century 
and the Church of Saint George the New of Bucharest, existent today in the capital 
(in Brâncoveanu’s bones were deposited, in 1720, brought in secret, from 
Constantinople, by his wife, Lady Marica). 

In the summer of 1690, Constantin Brâncoveanu laid the foundation stone 
of his most dear monastery, Horezu (or “Hurezi”), dedicated to Saints Constantine 
and Helena. Together with his uncle, Mihai Cantacuzino, he built a church in the 
village Doiceşti, Dâmboviţa, in 1706, and a monastery in Râmnicu Sărat, dedicated 
to the Assumption, subjected to St. Catherine's Monastery on Mount Sinai. Among 
other churches and monasteries founded or restored by Brâncoveanu are: the 
Sâmbata de Sus Monastery, the Surpatele Monastery, Polovragi Monastery and 
Turnu Monastery of Târgşoru Vechi.4 

In addition to his care for the safety of the country’s borders, his 
remarkable work of printing and support to schools in Wallachia and Transylvania 
are to be noted, Brâncoveanu being one of the Romanian school of Scheii 
Braşovului donors. 

In 1689 he brought from Istanbul Antim Ivireanu, future Metropolitan, 
under the guidance of which were published numerous books Romanian, Greek, 
Slavic and even Arab, Turkish and Georgian. Constantin Brâncoveanu established 
in 1694, the Royal Academy of Bucharest (the Royal Academy of St. Sava), a 
superior school (“public college for earthlings and foreigners”) using the ancient 
Greek language for teaching, in the St. Sava monastery buildings. In 1707 he 
reorganized the school, with the help of the head Kyminitis Sevastos, a Greek 
scholar, followed by Marcu Porfiropol; so he lays the foundation of higher 
education in Romanian Country, endowing the institution with the necessary. In 
1707 he reorganized the Academy, setting the number of teachers, teaching 
subjects, school schedule and all necessary conditions for developing a modern 
educational process. The Academy also called the Greek Academy - by the 
language of instruction - corresponded to a Faculty of Philosophy and Letters of 
the European Universities. Thanks to modern organization, the Academy enjoys 
great prestige in the Romanian Country, and throughout Southeastern Europe, 
being frequented not only Romanian, but young Greeks, Bulgarians, Serbs and 
Aromanians. Constantin Brâncoveanu stood out as a great scholar, having at his 
Royal Court scholars from the West, also by offering scholarships to the best 
students of the Academy. In parallel with the “Academy of Saint Sava”, there were 
other schools on the premises of monasteries, using Slavonic and Romanian for 
teaching purposes - schools of the monasteries of Old St. George and Colţea, both 
in Bucharest, preparing clerks for the royal chanceries, priests and teachers. This is 
why the vast and varied cultural activity of Brâncoveanu brought him the merit of 
being called “prince of Romanian culture”. 

A number of Romanian schools were in country towns, monasteries and 
even in rural areas. In some monasteries were founded libraries, with works from 
great cultural centers of Western Europe - France and Italy. Among those, the 

                                                           
4 F. Popescu, Ctitorii brâncoveneşti, Editura Bibliotheca, Târgovişte, 2004. 
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library of Mărgineni monastery (founded by Constantin Cantacuzino, the 
Seneschal) and that of Horezu monastery, founded by Constantin Brâncoveanu. 
The existence of lexicons and some foreign Bibles, used for Bible translation, three 
hundred years ago, indicates that the prince was not only a Maecena, but also a 
creator of culture, a scholar involved directly in the spiritual life of his time. One of 
the leading scholars of the time, through his role in Greek and Romanian printing 
texts, Metrophanes of Buzau, separated the Brâncoveanu age of Matei Basarab and 
Şerban Cantacuzino age: in the preface to a Octoih of 1700 he distinguishes 
“unripe and fewer fruits” (“rodurile puţine si necoapte” from the time of Matei 
Basarab, by the “middle fruits not entirely baked nor entirely raw” “rodurile de 
mijloc, nici de tot coapte, nici iarăşi de tot crude”) from the time of Şerban 
Cantacuzino, to praise their “ripe fruits, of sweet taste” (“coapte, dulci la gust”) 
from the time of Brâncoveanu. 

In “Brâncoveanu’s cultural model”, Alexandru Duţu (1928-1999), 
Romanian researcher of the history of South-Eastern Europe (especially 16th-20th 

century), of the history of ideas and mentalities, specialist in compared literature, 
shows that prefaces to books that were supported by Brâncoveanu included in the 
first pages, a praise to the lord’s generosity; the practice was current at the time, 
but the frequency of praise reveals the qualities that Prince himself wanted to be 
highlighted.5 Al. Duţu invoked the preface to Pearls (Mărgăritare) in 1691, “where 
the chancellors of the lord, Şerban and Radu Greceanu, wrote that the Prince’s 
wish was to offer to the Romanian people the chance to study, of course through 
schools and books: <<as a true and lawful lord, struggling a lot and working with 
all costs to bring learning and science in the souls of the human kind, a thing loved 
by God and useful for the crowd, especially to our Romanian>>”.6 

From the statements of the lord’s secretaries, and some foreign scholars 
who took advantage of his generosity, underlined Al. Duţu, it is deductable that the 
common places that were indicated to appear in these praises and that they reveal 
ideas very fond to the Prince were his resemblance to Constantine the Great, so a 
continuity of a cultural tradition originated from Byzantium, also in the new era, 
inaugurated just by beginning intellectual activity, a demarcation from others who 
were the Habsburgs, Ottomans, Phanar, a paternalistic image of the reign. Thus, 
not only in writing but also in the figurative language, the recurrence of 
Constantine the Great’s image is significant”; in this respect, the scholar brings as 
argument the parallel made by Teodosie Vestemeanu, the Metropolitan of the 
country, between the qualities of the Romanian ruler and those of the Byzantine 
Emperor, in the preface to Menaion for September, 1698: “thus reaching Almighty 
Lord, with kind eye, to us, another Constantine raised now, similar in name and 
action to that one, meaning Your Majesty, entirely struggling for the Annunciation 
Day like that one, and strong guardian of the dogmas given by God, you adorn not 

                                                           
5 Alexandru Duţu, “Modelul cultural brâncovenesc” (din antologia de articole Constantin 
Brâncoveanu), Bucuresti, 1989, p. 156-169. 
6 Radu Grecianu, Viaţa lui Costandin Vodă Brâncoveanu, Note şi anexe de Ştefan D. 
Grecianu, Bucureşti: Inst. de Arte Grafice „Carol Göbl”, 1906. 
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only the politics with wisdom, but also the Church with good order, lifting and 
erecting no pyramids and statues, useless for those of ancient times, but as a second 
Zerubbabel, you lift and erect from the ground, monasteries” (“căutând dar 
atotînduratul Dumnezeu cu ochii blând spre noi, pe alt Constantin acum a ridicat şi 
la nume, şi la fapta asemenea cu acela, adica zic pe Maria ta, întru tot nevoitor 
blagocestiei, ca şi acela, şi foarte ales paznic celor de Dumnezeu date dogme, ca 
cum nu numai ale politiei cu înţelepciune chiverniseşti, ci şi ale Bisericii cu buna 
rânduiala împodobeşti, ridicând şi înăltând nu piramide şi chipuri, ca cei de demult 
spre nici un folos, ci ca un al doilea Zorovavel, foarte mari din temelie mănăstiri”). 
In the preface to a Penticostar from 1701, he repeated that “you are like the great 
emperor Constantine”. Another argument is Antim’s sermons for the celebration of 
Emperors Constantine and Helen, to whom the great church of the Hurez 
monastery – the main foundation of Brâncoveanu - is dedicated; the introduction of 
Radu Greceanu, who declared that the Prince, whose reign he described, adorned 
his life with “good acts and thus earning his good name” (his good acts are the 
houses, books, schools, meaning a program destined to create the right frame for 
the collective life, to develop the printing culture, able to spread more efficiently 
than a manuscript the civilized idea and attitude, finally, the school that forms 
humans), following the example of Constantine the Great and Justinian.7 

The prince gave a broad religious and secular construction activity, in a 
new characteristic style, called Brancovan art style or Brancovan art, a term used 
in Romanian historiography of art, for architecture and fine arts in Wallachia, 
during the reign of Constantin Brâncoveanu. It is considered that this harmoniously 
blends in architecture, mural painting and sculpture, the native tradition, neo-
Byzantine and Italian Renaissance innovative ideas. Because this time decisively 
influenced later developments, by extension, the name is used to describe works of 
art from the time of first Mavrocordats, until 1730. Historians of art often 
characterized this style by analogy with Western Renaissance, because of its clear 
rationalist structures, but its decorative exuberance also allows the use the term 
Brancovan Baroque.  

His steadfast faith in Christ is very well known, which cost him his life. 
Becoming a victim of nobles eager for honors, treacherous and ready for betrayal, 
Constantin Brâncoveanu with his four sons and treasurer Ianache ended by offering 
their pure souls to worship God. On August 15, 1714, “an hour before noon”, after 
4 years of heavy suffering, they were beheaded. Encouraging his sons, 
Brâncoveanu told them: “My sons, be brave; we lost everything we had in this 
world; at least to save our souls and wash our sins in our own blood”; and when the 
youngest son, terrified of the death of his brothers, wanted to give up, renouncing 
his faith, to be kept alive, Brâncoveanu encouraged him not to apostatise: “no one 
of our blood lost his faith. If it is possible, it is better for you to die a thousand 
times then to give up your, than to deny your ancestral faith to live a few more 
years on earth”. 

                                                           
7 Ibidem. 
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The death of Brâncoveanu and his sons left a strong impression on his 
contemporaries, with large echoes in time. They left notes about the terrible 
execution to which the Brancovans have been subjected and later sanctified. We 
give below a few such testimonies about the Saints Brâncoveanu. This series of 
testimonies were read by the Romanian actor Victor Rebenciuc on 15 August 2007, 
after the Acatist and Vespers that remembered the Holy Martyrs right in the church 
“St. George the New One”, in Bucharest (foundation and necropolis of 
Brâncoveanu *). 

Important European personalities (barons, ambassadors, men of culture) 
and some foreign travellers in Wallachia recorded the martyrdom of the 
Brancoveanu family. For example, Anton Maria del Chiaro, the secretary of the 
royal Chancery, wrote: “The Imrahor, after he communicated to Brâncoveanu the 
serious accusations from the Sultan, that he listened in dignity, ordered his and his 
elder son’s subjection to heavy tortures, to snatch from them the confession 
regarding their fortune. After they confessed everything, after five days, Sunday, 
26th of August, on the day of The Assumption of the Blessed Virgin [old style], in 
the presence of the Sultan, which kept a certain distance, the Imrahor interrogated 
again Brâncoveanu who fearless responded; then, at a signal, the executioner 
approached”. And further: “When Brâncoveanu saw [the executioner] coming with 
a sword in his hand, said a little pray and spoke the following words to his sons: 
<<My sons, be brave! we lost everything we had in this world; at least to save our 
souls and wash our sins in our own blood>>”. Del Chiaro commented the end of 
this tragic event: “After the tragedy, the Sultan turned away, and the heads of the 
slain were walked around town, on poles. A lot of people gathered around these 
bodies, and Grand Vizier, fearing an uprising, as the Turks themselves were 
terrified of so much injustice, ordered the corpses to be thrown into the sea, from 
where, in secret, they were caught by some Christians and buried into a monastery 
called Halchi, not far from Constantinople. What torments the Lady struggled 
when the news of the killing of his beloved husband and of her dear sons was 
brought to her, anyone imagine! I, who in four uninterrupted years, had the honor 
of being in the privacy of these princes, I cannot remember this terrible tragedy 
without shedding tears”8. 

Goltz, the Polish ambassador in Constantinople: “Their bodies were 
thrown to the people for all to see them, from morning to evening, then scattered in 
the waters of Pontus Euxinus. History has never had such a bloody carnage and the 
whole world trembles of the horror of the sight of this poor prince, having spent 
most of the days in the riches and glory of the world, finally ending under the edge 
of the sword, swimming in the blood of his entire family”. The ambassador Andrea 
Memmo, to the Venetian Doge: “Sunday morning the old Prince of Wallachia, all 
sons and a gentleman that he was treasurer were beheaded. Sultan himself came to 
be present at such a pitiful sight”.  

                                                           
8 Anton-Maria Fiorentino Del Chiaro, Revoluţiile Valahiei [in original: Istoria delle 
moderne Rivoluzioni della Valachia], Traducere din anul 1929 de S. Cris-Cristian, Iaşi: 
Editura Tehnopress, 2005. 
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The French ambassador in Constantinople, Des Alleurs, wrote to Louis 
XIV: “After the audience granted to the legate of Sweden, Sultan entered into caic 
and went to one his palaces on the Black Sea channel. There, on the seashore, he 
had to see the beheading of four sons and a relative of the Prince of Wallachia, 
before this unfortunate prince, who ultimately suffered the same torture himself. 
[…] They were all proposed for forgiveness, if they wanted to embrace the 
Mohammedan religion. All declined strongly, except for the youngest of the sons, 
who, seeing the heads of his brothers rolling on the ground, said that he wants to 
become Turkish”. French traveller Aubry De La Motraye, in the service of King 
Charles XII of Sweden, wrote: “The executioner put everyone to kneel, at a 
distance from one another, and ordered them to take off their hats. And after they 
allowed to say a short prayer, first he cut from a single stroke of the sword, head of 
the Lord Steward [...] and then of the eldest son. But when he raised his sword to 
behead the youngest, aged 16, he, filled with fear, asked him to spare his life in 
exchange to become a Muslim. When his father, admonishing him and urging him 
better to die a thousand times if they could, but to deny Jesus Christ, only to live a 
few more years on earth, he [Matthew] said to the executioner: I want to die 
Christian. Hit me! – The executioner immediately beheaded him as others. Finally, 
he decapitated the father too […]. Thereafter, their bodies were thrown into the sea, 
and their heads taken and exposed before the great gate of the Palace, and remained 
there for three days. So ended this unfortunate prince, after he ruled Wallachia for 
26 years”. 
 The Baron Hochpied wrote: “On August 26, in a Sunday, an hour before 
noon, at Sultan’s command, he [Brâncoveanu] was taken suddenly from the prison 
of Seven Towers. And he was taken as an evildoer, wearing only a shirt, together 
with his four sons and son-in-law - a gentleman in the Principality - which went all 
before him, walking, in the city. And in this way he was brought, near the Grand 
Serai, before the king kiosk, on the waterfront. There stood the Sultan and the 
Grand Vizier, who had come all the way from the Great Divan […].Then the Price 
was decapitated, tormenting him a lot. His head left hanging from the body, and so 
died. The six tortured bodies were taken to the streets. They were nailed to the 
Great Gate of the Serai to stay there, as the bodies of evildoers, for all to see. But 
tonight they were thrown into the sea. Of this unheard tyranny wondered not only 
the Christians, but also among some of the Turks big rumors were heard, all 
cursing and shouting that it is an inhuman wildness that has not been heard in this 
country. Not only was Sunday the day he fulfilled this cruel execution, but it was 
also great festival which Greeks celebrate in honor of the Virgin or Virgin 
Ascension. The Vizier seemed to have done it on purpose, to show his contempt for 
Christians, of whose religion belonged the dead prince. Because of this, 
unexpectedly Christians have been troubled in their pray”. 

Shortly after the killing of the five martyrs, the Greek Metropolitan 
Kallinikos of Heraclea (1726) gave an account of a Canon for Constantin 
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Brâncoveanu of Wallachia, of which four touching tropes (religious songs) were 
kept. One of tropes has this content: “Today was enlightened for the feast lovers, a 
candlestick with five candles which enlightens the faithful and the feast with five 
rays of light, of the famous Brâncoveanu with his children”. 

A mass for these new martyrs in Christ was made in Wallachian 
monasteries, circulating in manuscript. Here's a hymn from Vespers, Troparion, 
Tone 5th: “On the hidden flowers of Romania, resembling to the old martyrs, on 
the Holy Prince Constantin Brâncoveanu, together with his sons, Constantin the 
Brave, Stephan the Wonderful, Radu the Praiseworthy, Matthew the Young, but 
with a mind of an accomplished man, Ianache Văcărescu, the zealous soul … we 
all have to praise them and bless their innocence in songs, because they pray to the 
Lord to save our souls”. 

The remains of Constantin Brăncoveanu were brought in the country in 
1702 by Lady Marica, Prince’s wife, and buried in the church of Saint George the 
New, along Ion Mavrocordat. They were placed in a coffin carved in Brancovan 
artistic style and were kept for a year and a half in the altar of New St. George the 
New Church. On May 21, 1934, on the occasion of the Feast of Saints Constantine 
and Helen, the Romanian Church considered as a Christian duty to put the remains 
in the resting place, in a festive mass and processions, for all Christians to honor 
them. 

Constantin Brâncoveanu become a legend figure in the conscience of the 
Romanian people; there are legends and even a ballad collected by the writer 
Vasile Alecsandri, about the Prince. In celebration of two centuries from 
Brancovan’s death, the great Romanian historian Nicolae Iorga dedicated, in 
addition to printed lectures and the monograph in 1914, a drama in five acts, 
entitled Constantin Brâncoveanu. 

We believe that the best conclusion to this short presentation of the like of 
such personality as Constantin Brâncoveanu was, is offered by the words of 
Alexander Dutu, who said, in his mentioned work mentioned: “The content of the 
Brancoveanu’s model was related to time, as it happens, with all models, but it 
survived through the most noble of any model, artistic forms, and outlined a style. 
What keeps this style deep in Romanian consciousness is undoubtedly the sacrifice 
the great Prince who gave permanence of his work”. 
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